
Diagnosis & Interventions
 
For doctors, the D&I screen is a quick visual summary of the patient's case, it is a very concise and easy to 
understand clinical history. The view is built from the entries placed into four screens in order – Diagnosis > 
Protocol > Prescription > Order Set. Properly ordered and defined, the end result is a visual clinical record.
 
This view is not optimal, but cannot be customised. IMPAC/Elekta made it that way, we are all stuck with it. 
It looks like it looks, live with it. Use it for its goodness, even though it is not perfect! We can only hope that 
IMPAC/Elekta listens to some of us someday and makes an improvement.
 
You will note that the view looks something like a directory structure you might see on your hard drive. 
Things at the same level have the same meaning/significance. The levels are 

● Diagnosis & Stage
○ Care Plan (includes Intent, and lists individual therapies to be used)

■ individual Therapy Prescription/Activities
Think of the step in as a logical connector - i.e., because there is a cancer diagnosis with a particular stage, 
there results a treatment intent which is realized with a choice of therapies.
 
In a mark-up language this will look like this:

<Diagnosis>
<Stage>

<Intent></Intent>
<Therapy>

<Surgery></Surgery>
<Radiotherapy></Radiotherapy>
<Chemotherapy></Chemotherapy>
<Hormone_therapy></Hormone_therapy>
<Immunotherapy></Immunotherapy>
<Biological_agent></Biological_agent>
<Brachytherapy></Brachytherapy>
<Hyperthermia></Hyperthermia>

</Therapy>
</Stage>

</Diagnosis>
 
This structure is important as some things are implied. Firstly that there is a LOGICAL STRUCTURE to what 
we are defining. And therefore the structure can be defined. You may think that the putting the mark-up is 
irrelevant, but let me assure you it is not. What also follows in the detail is that each surgery will apply to 
one Intent decision, to one stage and one Diagnosis (e.g., “I had my mastectomy because they were trying 
to cure the Stage 1 cancer in the left Breast”). But there may be two surgical procedures undertaken (e.g., 
mastectomy AND axillary node dissection)
 
Also each Diagnosis can have multiple Stages. And following this each will have a new Intent and Therapy 
choice. This is a different approach to defining local, regional and distant recurrence. So this situation is a 
DISTANT RECURRENCE:
 

<Diagnosis>



<Stage>T1N0M0</Stage>
<Stage>T0N0M1</Stage>

</Diagnosis>
 
So this situation is a REGIONAL RECURRENCE:
 

<Diagnosis>
<Stage>T1N0M0</Stage>
<Stage>T0N1M0</Stage>

</Diagnosis>
 
So this situation is a LOCAL RECURRENCE:
 

<Diagnosis>
<Stage>T1N0M0</Stage>
<Stage>T1N0M0</Stage>

</Diagnosis>
 
 
[NB. for those of you who have Medical Oncology activated, you will see that the Medical Oncology thing is 
all muddled. If the same pattern as Radiation Oncology was followed, the MO prescription would sit at the 
same level as the radiation prescription. But it does not.]
 

 



An Example #1

Here is a screen shot of a de-identified patient from our system. Here is what I see and expect:
 
TEXT
When I look at this screen, I think this - “this patient has a Stage IIIA infiltrating ductal carcinoma 
of the upper-inner quadrant of the left breast which is being treated with the intent of CURE 
using PRIMARY surgery, which consisted of mastectomy and axillary node dissection, ADJUVANT 
chemotherapy (which consisted of CMF), and ADJUVANT radiotherapy (left chest wall and SCF, 
50Gy/25Fx).”
 
You will notice that the bits in capitals can’t actually be seen. But that is what I expect to see when 
I open up the Radiation Oncology Course 1 -  and you can see that my assumption is correct in the 
next image!

 
MARK-UP



The following says exactly the same thing. It is less legible to the human, but any computer geek 
will tell you that it is much more legible to a computer, which opens up a whole lot of possibilities 
for sharing. If you could write all the patient clinical data into this format, we could combine data 
for very very very large reports. Notice that there are no patient identifiers.
 

<Diagnosis> 
<ICD10>C50.2</ICD10>
<ICD10description>upper-inner quadrant of the breast</ICD10description>
<Laterality>left</Laterality>
<Histology>infiltrating ductal carcinoma</Histology>
<Stage>

<StageGroup>IIIA</StageGroup>
<Intent>CURE</Intent>
<Therapy>

<Surgery>
<Use>PRIMARY</Use>
<Operation>mastectomy</Operation>
<Operation>axillary node dissection</Operation>

</Surgery>
<Chemotherapy>

<Use>ADJUVANT</Use>
<ChemoRegimen>CMF</ChemoRegimen>

</Chemotherapy>
<Radiotherapy>

<Use>ADJUVANT</Use>
<RT_Site>left chest wall

<RT_DoseGy>50</RT_DoseGy>
<RT_Fraction>25</RT_Fraction>

</RT_Site>
<RT_Site>left scf

<RT_DoseGy>50</RT_DoseGy>
<RT_Fraction>25</RT_Fraction>

</RT_Site>
</Radiotherapy>
<Hormone_therapy>NO</Hormone_therapy>
<Immunotherapy>NO</Immunotherapy>
<Biological_agent>NO</Biological_agent>
<Brachytherapy>NO</Brachytherapy>
<Hyperthermia>NO</Hyperthermia>

</Therapy>
</Stage>

</Diagnosis>

 
I provide this mark-up so that can get idea about the re-usability of the D&I data in the kind of 
knowledge structures we use every day.

 
 



Example # 2 - more complicated

 
This says to me that a patient with stage IA LUNG cancer was treated for CURE with PRIMARY surgery 
(LOBECTOMY). The operative findings immediately upstaged the patient to stage IIIB lung cancer and 
therefore he was treated for PALLIATION with the addition of  PALLIATIVE chemotherapy (carboplatin/
etoposide). Two years later, there is a recurrence of symptoms without a change in stage (only metastases 
on the pleura) and the intent was once again to provide palliation using PALLIATIVE radiotherapy to the 
pleura.
 
Lets see if this is actually correct. There are 5 entry screens. I shall write what I expect should be there, and 
then show the entry.
 
DIAGNOSIS #1
The entry says Stage IA (which is T1N0M0), right lower lobe lung cancer. The histology is squamous cell 
carcinoma. As this is followed by surgery, I expect that this will be a clinical diagnosis only. I will also expect 
an entry in how the lesion was diagnosed and the grade. Under the tumour tab there should also be a size 
entered.



Yes, I can see all those things!
 
Course #1
I expect that a IA SCC of left lower lung would be treated with the intent of CURE using PRIMARY surgery. 
Normally I would expect adjuvant chemotherapy to follow also if the clinical staging were confirmed.

ORDER SET ENTRIES for Course #1
Since surgery will be the only therapy used, there is only one therapy that needs detailed specification - 
surgery.
 



DIagnosis #2
The entry says that just after the lobectomy, a new stage of IV has been assigned for the same lung cancer. 
Because of the (1) marker, I expect that this will be a “Restage” with the diagnosis being copied and the 
stage altered to reflect what was found at surgery. 
 
(Note here that if the surgery agreed with the previous T1N0M0, I would just enter the surgical data in the 
first diagnosis - the shift in stage warrants a new entry). 
 
The diagnostic data should have been copied so this should match the previous entry, BUT the date of 
diagnosis should be different (probably should be date of surgery). The staging type should be pathological, 
not clinical.
 

 
That what we see here!
 
Course #2
Following the upgrading of stage to IV, the next care plan should have an intent of PALLIATION using 
PALLIATIVE chemotherapy. This is consistent with the specific activities of chemotherapy which have been 
added. If more modalities are selected, then the specific activities would need to be added to.



 
So the specific entries match the selected modalities exactly. 
 
Course #3
Two years later, a new course is added with a radiotherapy prescription for a site called “pleura”. The lack 
of a new stage indicates that there is still only pleural disease. Since the last intent was PALLIATION, the 
next intent will also be PALLIATION and since there is only a radiation prescription, there should only be 
one modality assigned the PALLIATIVE descriptor.
 

 
And once again the entries match the selected modalities.
In conclusion, the only question with this case is whether the date of diagnosis for the Restage should be 



the same as the day of surgery. I think it should and I have changed it!
 
If you are interested, the Mark-up for this case appears at the end.
 

Example # 3 - A complicated case
 

 
This looks complicated because it is so busy. IMPAC/Elekta need to clean this up. PLEASE!!
 
But take it a yellow open folder line at a time (there are 5 open folder lines). So there is a right breast 
cancer in 1991 treated for cure with surgery and radiotherapy. Nine years later, there is a left breast 
cancer treated for cure with surgery and radiotherapy. This cancer recurs 4 years later with lymph node 
metastases (L pre-auricular?) which is treated with dissection (that “Axillary LN Dissection” needs checking!
) and hormone therapy. Two years later the cancer is now also in the bones and one area is treated 
with radiotherapy for palliation. Recently the same area is being retreated and she has been changed to 
tamoxifen. She also has a benign diagnosis of a cerebral aneurysm.
 
The major difficulty with such a case is working your way back through the old letters to reconstruct the 
case pattern. But now that it is done, the data is available for analysis/sharing.
 



Logic behind D&I
 
There is a knowledge flow and work flow logic behind the way the D&I displays. If you follow it, entered 
material can be analysed.
 

 
1. The registered patient has an appointment for a consultation where the Diagnosis is assigned.
2. At the consultation, the extent of the problem is quantified in the Staging and with a knowledge of 

the outcomes reported in the literature, an Intent is delineated and a list of appropriate therapies 
assigned for delivery.

3. The patient then moves to the preparation for each individual therapy (Anaesthesia assessment, 
Pharmacy orders, or SIm & Plan)

4. The prepared therapy is then delivered. (In the case of surgery, it may be necessary to return to 
Staging and Intent with the new pathological data)

5. Following completion of the treatment (all of individual therapies on the previous list), the patient 
enters teh Follow Up phase.

6. The Follow Up phase constantly cycles while the patient suffers no return of disease. On recurrence 
of disease, the unchanged diagnosis is re-staged with an appropriate intent of treatment for the 
new recurrence stage.



Mark-up for Case 2
 
<Diagnosis> 

<Date>17/2/2009<Date>
<ICD10>C34.3</ICD10>
<ICD10description>lower lobe, bronchus or lung</ICD10description>
<Laterality>right</Laterality>
<Histology>squamous cell carcinoma, NOS</Histology>
<Stage>

<Date>17/2/2009<Date>
<StageGroup>IA</StageGroup>
<Intent>CURE</Intent>
<Therapy>

<Date>6/3/2009<Date>
<Surgery>

<Use>PRIMARY</Use>
<Date>17/4/2009<Date>
<Operation>lobectomy</Operation>

</Surgery>
</Therapy>

</Stage>
<Stage>

<Date>17/4/2009<Date>
<StageGroup>IV</StageGroup>
<Date>17/4/2009<Date>
<Intent>PALLIATION</Intent>

<Therapy>
<Date>17/4/2009<Date>
<Chemotherapy>

<Use>PALLIATIVE</Use>
<ChemoAgent>carcboplatin</ChemoAgent>
<ChemoAgent>etoposide</ChemoAgent>

</Chemotherapy>
</Therapy>
<Therapy>

<Date>11/7/2011<Date>
<Radiotherapy>

<Use>PALLIATIVE</Use>
<RT_Site>left chest wall
<RT_DoseGy>50</RT_DoseGy>
<RT_Fraction>25</RT_Fraction>

</RT_Site>
</Radiotherapy>

</Therapy>
</Stage>

</Diagnosis>

 
 
 


